HWBOT World Tour Lands in Taipei for Computex 2015

HWBOT Hosts ROG OC Showdown Area and Word Series Competitions

May 15, 2015 - HWBOT, an organization regulating international overclocking competitions and rankings is proud to announce the next step of the HWBOT World Tour 2015 which arrives in Taipei, Taiwan after Computex. As part of the World Tour 2015, HWBOT will be hosting two important competitive events - the ROG Showdown Area and the OC-ESPORTS World Series competitions, plus an open Extreme OC gathering.

HWBOT World Tour 2015: June 6th-8th, the MakerBar, Taipei

Organized with the help of key hardware sponsors, the third stop of the HWBOT World Tour, is a chance to relax in a social environment where overclockers can come together to learn, share and compete. Of course the World Tour is also a platform for some seriously extreme overclocking with some great cash and hardware prizes on offer.

“For the Asian leg of the tour we chose Taipei because it is the host city of Computex, one of the largest IT trade shows of the year,” commented Pieter-Jan Plaisier, Director at HWBOT.
“The event annually draws some of the very best overclockers in the world, so it makes perfect sense to integrate the World Tour OC event, setting a new standard for a truly competitive and fun OC gathering.”

HWBOT World Tour Events will be hosted at the Taipei MakerBar in central Taipei, just a few minutes walk from the downtown computer market.

**ROG OC Showdown Area**

HWBOT are teaming up with ASUS, ROG, HyperX, Seasonic, and Dimastech to bring you the ROG OC Showdown Area. The area allows World Tour participants to show off their overclocking tricks and skills on a specific set of benchmarks. In total there are 13 targets: 4x World Records, 7x Global First Places and 2x Hardware First Places.

Cash prizes will be awarded to the overclocker who holds the World Record, Global First Place, or Hardware First Place at the end of the competition. The cash prize awarded for a World Record is USD $750, while a Global or Hardware First Place winner will receive USD $250. Contestants can bring their own hardware or use one of the sets provided by ASUS, ROG and partners.


Check the image below for benchmark and prize details:

![ROG OC Showdown Area](image_url)
Four seats will be available at the ROG OC Showdown Area for participants to compete and try to break records. Contestants will need to reserve a time slot to take part. To reserve a time slot, please send an email to xyala@hwbot.org. Please include your nickname, which time slots you would prefer, and when you plan to arrive and leave the event.

**World Series Contest**

During the World Tour event, every overclocker with a bench spot is eligible to compete in the World Series competition. The competition stages and hardware limitations will be identical to the previous two World Series competitions held earlier this year in Canada and France.

There are three stages: SuperPI 1M Hardware Points, Target Score, and Cinebench R15. The hardware is limited to the event partners; ASUS, HyperX, Intel, and Seasonic. In addition to points for the OC-ESPORTS Official World Overclocking Ranking Season 2015, there are plenty of prizes to be won as well.

![Prizes from our event partners include bench tables, an upcoming GPU, the Rampage V Extreme, a HyperX DDR4 memory kit, and a HyperX SSD. We will also provide cash prizes to the top 3 places of the World Series. The total cash prize purse will double the revenue from ticket sales. The exact start and end time of the World Series competition will be announced closer to the event. Be sure to grab your bench spot ticket as soon as possible. You can register for a ticket via Eventbrite here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/hwbot-world-tour-2015-rog-oc-showdown-asia-tickets-16214949350](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/hwbot-world-tour-2015-rog-oc-showdown-asia-tickets-16214949350)
Note: All participants must have attended our LN2 safety training session, which will be held at the beginning of the event.

For more information about the HWBOT World Tour, visit: http://hwbot.org/news/12057_hwbot_world_tour_2015_roq_oc_showdown_taiwan_competition_prize_details_announced/

For those of you unable to attend the HWBOT World Tour event, you can catch all the action on a live stream thanks to OverClockingTV. Catch the live stream on Twitch here: http://www.twitch.tv/overclockingtv

For any questions regarding this event or the HWBOT World Tour in general, please contact us at: contact@hwbot.org